
The Einhell jigsaw TC-JS 80/1 Kit ensures precise cuts with practical features such as the pendulum stroke function and a pivotable saw shoe. It is

powered by a 550 W motor. The power can be optimally adjusted using speed electronics. The 4-step adjustable pendulum stroke enables fast, precise

cuts in a short time. The cutting depth is 80 mm in wood; 10 mm in steel. Mitre cuts of up to 45° are possible. The saw blade can be changed without

tools. In addition, the compact, lightweight jigsaw is equipped with softgrip surfaces and a suction adapter. Delivery includes three T-shank saw blades

for wood and plastic and a transport and storage case.

Jig Saw

TC-JS 80/1 Kit
Item No.: 4321157

Ident No.: 21022

Bar Code: 4006825661668

Features & Benefits
Simple, toolless saw blade change-

Speed electronics for adaption to the material-

4-stage pendulum stroke for precise and fast cuts-

Saw shoe can be swivelled for mitre cuts up to 45-

Dust extraction for a clean working environment-

Large softgrip surfaces for comfortable working-

Easy handling thanks to compact design and low weight-

T-shaft mount for the use of common saw blades-

Delivery incl. 3 saw blades (T-shaft) for wood-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 550 W

- Number of strokes 1000  -  3000 min^-1

- Stroke height 20 mm

- Cutting depth in wood 80 mm

- Cutting depth in plastic 20 mm

- Cutting depth in steel 10 mm

- Max. bevel cuts 45 °

Logistic Data
- Product weight 1.86 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 3.23 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 350 x 342 x 104 mm

- Pieces per export carton 4 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 13.5 kg

- Dimensions export carton 420 x 370 x 345 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 2116 | 4224 | 4980
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Available as special accessories

Jigsaw-bl. set 4pc W/M Battery
Jig Saw Accessory
Item No.: 49625427
Bar Code: 4009316254271
KWB by Einhell

Stich-Sägeblatt Box 10-tlg. T
Stichsägen-Zubehör
Item No.: 49617350
Bar Code: 4009316173503
Einhell Accessory
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